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Dustin Evan Garrick, University of Oxford, UK
Water trading and river basin governance have been upheld as
institutional blueprints for allocating water for people, agriculture and
ecosystems in a changing climate. Progress has been uneven,
however, despite multiple decades of institutional reforms in river basins
under pressure from demand, development and droughts. This timely
book examines the evolution and performance of water allocation
reforms in the Colorado, Columbia and Murray–Darling Rivers. It draws
on concepts and evidence about property rights, transaction costs and
institutional change to generate lessons about the factors contributing to more adaptive and
sustainable water allocation.
‘This is an excellent book, filled with thoughtful analysis of the challenges and possibilities for
sustainable river basin management and illustrated with vitally important cases from which we all
can learn. Dustin Garrick weaves historical, institutional, and economic analysis together in a
readable volume that is immensely valuable for anyone interested in natural resource policy and
management.’
– William Blomquist, Indiana University – Purdue University, Indianapolis, US
‘This book is a stand out. It shines a light on a public policy question of critical importance: how to
generate solutions to poor water governance and make a difference for people who share scarce
freshwater resources? It is a book that everyone should read to learn lessons from the Western US
and Southeast Australia – two regions with a long history of tackling difficult water planning and
allocation challenges.’
– R. Quentin Grafton, The Australian National University
‘Water Allocation in Rivers Under Pressure represents a comprehensive synthesis of insights
about water management institutions, spanning centuries, continents, and disciplines. Dustin
Garrick is able to understand and communicate the full complexity of the physical and social
factors that make water allocation such a “wicked problem.” Based on his comparative analysis of
three river basins, Garrick develops nuanced institutional design recommendations that lead to
adaptive efficiency. This book is a valuable resource for those who make water policy and for
those who research it.’
– Laura McCann, University of Missouri, US
‘Dustin Garrick provides us with an inspiring landmark study of water allocation problems in highly
stressed river basins. In a deeply reflected way, he pushes forward the scientific contribution of
transaction costs analysis and diagnostics of polycentric governance in regard to addressing and
understanding natural resource management problems worldwide.’
– Andreas Thiel, Humboldt University, Germany
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‘Water Allocation in Rivers under Pressure goes beyond a simplistic analysis of how the rules
governing water allocation on the Columbia, Murray-Darling, and Colorado River systems create
difficulties. Garrick helps us understand why those rules operate the way they do, and why they
are so difficult to change. His clarity in explaining the roots of our problems can go a long way
toward helping us learn to fix them.’
– John Fleck, University of New Mexico, US
‘I commend this book highly to researchers, scholars and higher degree students concerned with
the real world dynamics of institutional change in all kinds of common pool resource settings.’
– International Journal of the Commons
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